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     - Arrange for a FAOC to assemble - Arrange for a FAOC to assemble .
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连接头主壳体

houseing

- Strip the coating of optical cable over 4Strip the coating of optical cable over 4Strip the coating of optical cable over 4Strip the coating of optical cable over 45555mm.mm.mm.mm.

1.Procedure

Screw cap

Connector body

    ----Cut off the fiber at the length of Cut off the fiber at the length of Cut off the fiber at the length of Cut off the fiber at the length of 25252525mm using mm using mm using mm using 
   optical fiber cleaver.   optical fiber cleaver.   optical fiber cleaver.   optical fiber cleaver. 
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----And maintaining the cable bending with right hand, And maintaining the cable bending with right hand, And maintaining the cable bending with right hand, And maintaining the cable bending with right hand, 
  push the connecting holder forward to the end   push the connecting holder forward to the end   push the connecting holder forward to the end   push the connecting holder forward to the end 
  and fix the fiber.  and fix the fiber.  and fix the fiber.  and fix the fiber.
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Bending pointBending pointBending pointBending point

    ---- Insert optical cable into the fiber guide on the boot.  Insert optical cable into the fiber guide on the boot.  Insert optical cable into the fiber guide on the boot.  Insert optical cable into the fiber guide on the boot. 
        when it is checked  the bending of cable as above, when it is checked  the bending of cable as above, when it is checked  the bending of cable as above, when it is checked  the bending of cable as above, 
  stop inserting,  stop inserting,  stop inserting,  stop inserting,

45mm

- Insert screw cap into optical cableInsert screw cap into optical cableInsert screw cap into optical cableInsert screw cap into optical cable .

Quick Assembly Connector (QAC/SC)Quick Assembly Connector (QAC/SC)Quick Assembly Connector (QAC/SC)Quick Assembly Connector (QAC/SC)Quick Assembly Connector (QAC/SC)Quick Assembly Connector (QAC/SC)Quick Assembly Connector (QAC/SC)Quick Assembly Connector (QAC/SC)
                 Assembly Manual                 Assembly Manual                 Assembly Manual                 Assembly Manual                 Assembly Manual                 Assembly Manual                 Assembly Manual                 Assembly Manual
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----Take the boot cover down ,connect the screw cap Take the boot cover down ,connect the screw cap Take the boot cover down ,connect the screw cap Take the boot cover down ,connect the screw cap 
  with boot by turning it  with boot by turning it  with boot by turning it  with boot by turning it

Turn the protrusion of housing toward the bottom Turn the protrusion of housing toward the bottom Turn the protrusion of housing toward the bottom Turn the protrusion of housing toward the bottom 
   and unite it to the body.   and unite it to the body.   and unite it to the body.   and unite it to the body.
- Completion.- Completion.- Completion.- Completion.
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 ----Pull out the housing and then separate Pull out the housing and then separate Pull out the housing and then separate Pull out the housing and then separate 
them by turning the screw capthem by turning the screw capthem by turning the screw capthem by turning the screw cap

----Pull the fiber connecting holder in reversePull the fiber connecting holder in reversePull the fiber connecting holder in reversePull the fiber connecting holder in reverse
 with procedure 8. And then, pull out the c with procedure 8. And then, pull out the c with procedure 8. And then, pull out the c with procedure 8. And then, pull out the c
able and reassemble.able and reassemble.able and reassemble.able and reassemble.

2.Reassembling
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※  If you have any questions in assembling , please contact us.

                                        

                    
                                             
                          

SC/APC Quick Assmbly connector Tools or kits

                    
                                             
                          


